Abstract

Semi-supervised learning, which uses unlabeled data to help learn a discriminative model, is especially important for structured output problems, as considerably more effort is needed to label its multi-dimensional outputs versus standard single output problems. We propose a new max-margin framework for semi-supervised structured output learning, that allows the use of powerful discrete optimization algorithms and high order regularizers defined directly on model predictions for the unlabeled examples. We show that our framework is closely related to Posterior Regularization, and the two frameworks optimize special cases of the same objective. The new framework is instantiated on two image segmentation tasks, using both a graph regularizer and a cardinality regularizer. Experiments also demonstrate that this framework can utilize unlabeled data from a different source than the labeled data to significantly improve performance while saving labeling effort.

1. Introduction

Structured prediction is the problem of predicting a multi-dimensional output from input, where the structure of the output has to be considered when making predictions. Typical examples of structured prediction include sequence labeling problems in NLP, where the output is a 1-D chain of labels, and semantic image segmentation from computer vision, where the output is a (grid) graph of pixel labels. Due to the complexity of the outputs, obtaining labels for structured prediction problems requires considerably more effort than for standard classification or regression tasks. As a result, while large classification datasets, such as ImageNet, contain millions of labeled examples, the largest publicly available image segmentation datasets, e.g., CAL VOC, have only a few thousand examples with complete labels. At the same time, large amounts of unlabeled data are typically very easy to obtain.

This combination of difficulty to obtain labeled examples for structured prediction problems, with abundant unlabeled data makes semi-supervised learning (SSL) especially worth exploring. However, SSL is challenging for structured prediction because the complex high dimensional output space makes a lot of operations intractable. A dominant approach to SSL is to use unlabeled data to regularize the model by ensuring that its predictions on unlabeled data are consistent with some prior beliefs. For example, entropy regularization (Lee et al., 2006) and low density separation (Zien et al., 2007) regularize the model so that it makes confident predictions on unlabeled data. Graph-based methods (Altun et al., 2006; Subramanya et al., 2010), on the other hand, regularize the model to make smooth predictions for unlabeled data on a graph.

Recently, posterior regularization (PR) (Ganchev et al., 2010) has been introduced as a general framework to incorporate prior constraints about predictions into structured prediction models. A version of it has also been applied to graph-based SSL for sequence labeling (He et al., 2013). In PR, constraints are specified as regularizers on posterior distributions, and a decomposition technique is used to make the optimization tractable for structured outputs.

In this paper, we propose a new max-margin framework for semi-supervised structured output learning, that allows regularizers to be defined directly on the predictions of the model for unlabeled data, instead of using the posterior distribution as a proxy. This makes it possible to specify a range of regularizers that are not easy to define on distributions, including those involving loss functions and cardinality of outputs. One advantage of a max-margin framework is that at test time we typically only want to produce the most likely output, which is generally easier than marginal inference in probabilistic frameworks. For example, in image segmentation, MAP inference can be done efficiently on graphs with submodular pairwise potentials using powerful discrete optimization techniques like graph
cuts, which is key to the success of many segmentation methods. However, marginal inference is intractable due to the extremely loopy structure of the graph. Therefore while most of the previous work on SSL studied sequences, our new framework is especially suitable for structured outputs beyond 1-D sequences.

In this paper we also explore the relationship between our method and PR. We show that the two approaches are actually very closely related: our framework and PR optimize two special cases of the same objective function for some general settings. This connection opens a range of new possibilities of designing and analyzing frameworks for incorporating prior constraints into the model.

We then demonstrate the new framework with an application to graph-based SSL for image segmentation. In graph-based SSL, an important issue is to choose a proper similarity metric in the output space. We utilize the loss function, which offers a natural similarity metric in the output space, as the metric in our formulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses related work. Section 3 describes the proposed framework in detail. Section 4 shows the connection between our framework and PR. Section 5 presents our experiment results on two foreground-background segmentation tasks. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The earliest work on SSL dates back to the study of the wrapper method known as self-training, in the 1960s, e.g., (Scudder III, 1965). Self-training iteratively uses the predictions of the model on unlabeled data as true labels to retrain the model. Because of its heuristic nature, this method is hard to analyze and its performance gains from the unlabeled data are typically not significant.

A wide range of SSL methods have been developed for classification problems to date (Nigam et al., 1998; Joachims, 1999; Grandvalet & Bengio, 2005; Zhu et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2004; Belkin et al., 2006; Blum & Mitchell, 1998); see (Zhu, 2005) and (Chapelle et al., 2006) for excellent surveys and additional references.

Some researchers have adapted these methods to structured output problems. These methods generally fall into one of the following categories:

(a). Co-training, which iteratively uses the predictions made by models trained on different views of the same data to label the unlabeled set and update the model using the predicted labels (Brefeld & Scheffer, 2006). The applicability of this method is limited due to the requirement of multi-view data.

(b). Generative models, which use unlabeled data to help learning a model of the joint input-output distribution $p(x, y)$. While having some early success for classification problems (Nigam et al., 1998), generative models make strong assumptions about the data and have to date achieved limited success on structured output problems.

(c). Low density separation based methods, which encourage confident predictions on unlabeled data. This translates to low entropy of the output posterior distribution in a probabilistic modeling framework (Lee et al., 2006), and large margin for methods in a max-margin framework (Zien et al., 2007). A combined objective is optimized to minimize the sum of the task loss on the labeled data and a separation regularizer on the unlabeled data.

(d). Graph based methods, which construct a graph that connects examples that are nearby in the input space, and then encourage the predictions by the model for pairs of connected examples to be close as well. Most of the work in this category deals with sequence labeling problems. Altun et al. (2006) uses a graph on parts of $y$ to derive a graph regularized kernel which is used in a max-margin framework. Unlike our framework described below, this approach is not able to incorporate other high order regularizers. Subramanya et al. (2010) proposes a semi-supervised Conditional Random Field (CRF) that infers labels for unlabeled data by propagation on a graph of parts, and then re-trains the model using the inferred labels. Finally, Vezhnevets et al. (2011) proposes a graph-based method for semi-supervised image segmentation, which utilizes unlabeled examples in learning by inferring labels for them based on a graph defined on image superpixels.

Recently, other general frameworks for SSL in structured output problems have been defined that can be viewed as graph-based. Posterior regularization (PR) (Ganchev et al., 2010) is a framework to incorporate constraints on structured probabilistic models through regularizers defined on posterior distributions. He et al. (2013) applies this general PR framework to graph-based SSL also using a CRF model. PR is closely related to our framework: we show in Section 4 that the two frameworks are optimizing special cases of the same objective. Constraint Driven Learning (CODL) (Chang et al., 2007) and Generalized Expectation Criteria (Mann & McCallum, 2010) are two other notable frameworks for incorporating constraints into the model.

A separate but related line of research is the study of transfer learning or domain adaptation (Pan & Yang, 2010), where most of the labeled data comes from a source domain and task performance is evaluated in a different target domain, typically with little labeled data available. We explore some domain adaptation settings in our experiments presented in Section 5.

3. Formulation

3.1. Background: Structured Output Learning

In structured output problems, the aim is to learn a mapping from $x$ in input space $X$ to $y$ in structured output space $Y$, given a set of labeled data $D_L = \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^L$. The mapping is usually implicitly determined by a score function
predictions of the model for unlabeled data.

There are two dominant paradigms of structured output learning, based on how the score function is used. The max-margin methods (Taskar et al., 2004; Tschantz et al., 2005) maximize the margin between the score for the correct output and all other outputs. The structured hinge loss is usually used in max-margin methods:

\[ L_h(x_i, y_i, w) = \max_y \{ f(x_i, y, w) \} - f(x_i, y_i, w) \]  

(1)

A standard approach in max-margin learning is to incorporate the task loss into the hinge loss (Taskar et al., 2004),

\[ \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) = \max_y [f(x_i, y, w) + \Delta(y, y_i)] - f(x_i, y_i, w) \]  

(2)

where \( \Delta \) is the task loss. The second paradigm includes probabilistic models, such as CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001), which interpret the score function as implying a distribution over the outputs \( p(y|x) \propto \exp(f(x, y, w)) \) and then adapt \( w \) to maximize the conditional likelihood.

As a concrete example, for binary segmentation problems, \( \mathcal{X} \) is the space of images and \( \mathcal{Y} = \{0, 1\}^P \), where \( P \) is the number of pixels in an image. \( f(x, y, w) \) usually has the form of \( f(x, y, w) = \sum_{i,j} f^i(x, y_i, w_i) + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} f^p(x, y_i, y_j, w_p) \), which is a sum of unary potentials defined on individual pixels and pairwise potentials defined on pairs of neighboring pixels. Usually \( G = (V, E) \) is a grid graph. When the pairwise potentials satisfy certain properties, namely submodularity, the exact optimal \( y^* \) can be found using graph cuts. See (Nowozin & Lampert, 2011) for an excellent review of structured learning and prediction.

### 3.2. High Order Regularized SSL

In an SSL setting, we have a set of unlabeled data \( D_U = \{x_j\}_{j=1}^{L+U} \) in addition to the labeled data \( D_L \). Our objective for learning is composed of a loss defined on labeled data, and a regularizer defined directly on predictions of the model on unlabeled data: \(^1\)

\[ \min_w \sum_{i=1}^{L} \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) + R \left( \{y_j\}_{j=1}^{L+U} \right) \]  

(3)

\[ \text{s.t. } y_j = \arg\max_y f(x_j, y, w), \quad \forall j \geq L + 1 \]

In this max-margin formulation, \( \mathcal{L} \) is a loss function such as the scaled hinge loss defined above, \( R \) is the (high order) regularizer, and the constraints force \( \{y_j\}_{j=1}^{L+U} \) to be predictions of the model on unlabeled data.

\( R \) specifies prior constraints about the predictions on unlabeled data. A high-order regularizer is one that imposes constraints on sets of output elements rather than independently on each element. One example of a high-order \( R \) is the cardinality regularizer, where \( R(Y_U) \) is a function of \( \frac{1}{L+U} \sum_{j=L+1}^{L+U} 1_{y_j \neq \arg\max_y f(x_j, y, w)} \) and the vector \( Y_U \) is defined as the concatenation of all \( y_j \)’s for \( j \geq L + 1 \). For example, in a part-of-speech NLP task, this could refer to the number of words labeled as verbs, while in an image segmentation task it could refer to the number of pixels labeled as foreground. This is useful to encourage the predicted labels to have similar count statistics as the labeled data. As observed in many previous papers, e.g., (Zhu et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2008), enforcing this type of constraint is important for imbalanced datasets. In Section 3.3, we describe a graph based regularizer \( R \) and its combination with cardinality regularizers. A variety of other high-order regularizers, e.g., (Vicente et al., 2008; Kohli et al., 2009; Tarlow et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2010), have been defined in various structured output settings.

Minimizing the objective in Eq. 3 is difficult due to the hard constraints that make \( R \) a complicated and possibly non-continuous function of \( w \). To solve this difficulty, we utilize some relaxations of the hard constraints.

We observe that these constraints are equivalent to the following when the maximum is unique,

\[ f(x_j, y_j, w) = \max_y f(x_j, y, w), \quad \forall j \geq L + 1. \]  

(4)

Since we have \( \max_y f(x_j, y, w) \geq f(x_j, y_j, w) \) for all \( y_j \), the amount of constraint violation can be measured by the difference \( \max_y f(x_j, y, w) - f(x_j, y_j, w) \). We therefore replace the constraints by a term in the objective that penalizes constraint violation,

\[ \min_{w, Y_U} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) + R(Y_U) \]  

\[ + \mu \sum_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \max_y \left[ f(x_j, y, w) - f(x_j, y_j, w) \right] \]  

(5)

where \( \mu \) measures the tolerance of constraint violation. When \( \mu \to +\infty \), this is equivalent to Eq. 3; when \( \mu < +\infty \), this becomes a relaxation of Eq. 3, where \( Y_U \) can be different from the predictions made by the model. This relaxation decouples \( w \) from \( R \) and makes it possible to optimize the objective by iterating two steps, alternatively fixing \( w \) or \( Y_U \) and optimize over the other, where both steps are easier to solve than Eq. 3:

**Step 1.** Fix \( w \) and optimize over \( Y_U \). The optimization problem becomes

\[ \min_{Y_U} R(Y_U) - \mu \sum_{j=L+1}^{L+U} f(x_j, y_j, w) \]  

(6)

This step infers labels for those unlabeled examples, based on both the current model and the regularizer. This is a MAP inference problem, and the hard part is to handle the high-order regularizer \( R(Y_U) \). A wide range of methods have been developed for computing MAP in models.
Step 2. Fix \( Y_U \) and optimize over \( w \). The optimization problem becomes

\[
\min_w \sum_{i=1}^L L(x_i, y_i, w) + \mu \sum_{j=L+1} \max_y f(x_j, y, w) - f(x_j, y_j, w)
\]

(7)

This step updates the model using both the labeled data and the labels inferred from Step 1 for unlabeled data. Note that the last term is just \( L_k \) in Eq. 1, and this optimization is no harder than optimizing a fully supervised model, which can be solved by methods such as subgradient descent.

Thus our learning algorithm proceeds by iteratively solving the optimization problems in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7.

### 3.3. Graph-Based SSL for Image Segmentation

In this section we describe an application of the proposed framework to graph-based SSL for binary segmentation, but we note that our method can be easily extended to multi-class segmentation. Graph-based SSL uses a graph so constructed that examples close on this graph should have similar outputs. The model is then regularized by this graph to make predictions that are smooth on it. Here we assume the graph is represented by edge weights \( s_{ij} \) which measures the similarity between example \( i \) and \( j \), and the two examples are connected only when \( s_{ij} > 0 \).

Choosing a proper output similarity metric is important for graph-based SSL methods. For classification, most graph-based methods define this similarity as the squared difference of two posterior distributions (Zhu et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2004). For structured prediction, (Subramanya et al., 2010; He et al., 2013) follow this approach but use marginal distributions over parts of output in the squared difference.

However, structured output problems have a natural similarity metric in the output space, defined by the loss function. For probabilistic models, it is not easy to incorporate the loss function into the similarity metric. But our framework allows the use of loss functions in the regularizer \( R \).

We define the graph regularizer

\[
R_G(Y_U) = \lambda \sum_{i,j:s_{ij}>0} s_{ij} \Delta(y_i, y_j)
\]

(8)

where the sum is over all edges in the graph, connecting both labeled and unlabeled examples, and \( \lambda \) is a weight factor. This regularizer requires \( y_i \) and \( y_j \) to be close when \( s_{ij} \) is large.

To use this regularizer into our framework, we need to solve the MAP inference problem in Step 1 of the algorithm:

\[
\min_{Y_U} \lambda \sum_{i,j:s_{ij}>0} s_{ij} \Delta(y_i, y_j) - \mu \sum_{j=L+1} f(x_j, y, w)
\]

(9)

This step updates the model using both the labeled data and the labels inferred from Step 1 for unlabeled data. Note that the last term is just \( L_k \) in Eq. 1, and this optimization is no harder than optimizing a fully supervised model, which can be solved by methods such as subgradient descent.

Thus our learning algorithm proceeds by iteratively solving the optimization problems in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7.

Here each \( f(x_j, y, w) \) is a sum of unary and pairwise potentials, and the graph regularizer is a high order potential. For decomposable loss functions like Hamming loss, the graph regularizer becomes a sum of submodular pairwise potentials. The MAP inference is then a standard inference problem for pairwise graphical models and can be solved via graph cuts. The structure of this graph is shown in Fig. 1. More complicated loss functions, such as the PASCAL loss, can also be handled using an iterative leave-one-out optimization method described in the supplementary material.

The graph regularizer can also be combined with other types of high order regularizers, for example the cardinality regularizers described earlier. In fact, graphs with submodular pairwise potentials have a known short-boundary bias (Kohli et al., 2013) which favors a small number of cut edges (pairs of pixels that have different labels). This bias can cause some serious problems in SSL when the number of labeled examples is not balanced across classes. In our binary segmentation problem, usually the majority of pixels belong to background and only a small portion belong to foreground. Then when we run the optimization, this bias would make the model predict much more foreground for the unlabeled images. In the extreme case when unary potentials are weak, all unlabeled pixels will be predicted to have the dominant label. The use of cardinality regularizers is then especially important.

We define a cardinality regularizer

\[
R_C(Y_U) = \gamma h(1^\top Y_U)
\]

(10)

where \( \gamma \) is a weight parameter and

\[
h(x) = \max\{0, |x - x_0| - \delta\}^2
\]

(11)

\( x_0 \) is the expected number of foreground pixels computed according to the number of total pixels and the proportion of foreground in labeled images, and \( \delta \) is the deviation from \( x_0 \) that can be tolerated without paying a cost. We use \( \delta = x_0/5 \) throughout all our experiments.

Then the optimization problem in Step 1 becomes

\[
\min_{Y_U} \lambda \sum_{i,j:s_{ij}>0} s_{ij} \Delta(y_i, y_j) + \gamma h(1^\top Y_U) - \mu \sum_{j=L+1} f(x_j, y, w)
\]

(12)

Finding the optimum of this problem is in general not easy. However, finding the optimum for both a submodular pair-
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To relate this formulation of PR to our proposed method, described above, we use an approach similar to the method utilized in our model as described above. The idea of PR is to regularize the posterior distributions so that they are consistent with some prior knowledge. For graph-based SSL the prior knowledge is the smoothness of the posterior distribution over the graph. PR optimizes the following objective

\[
\min_w \sum_{i=1}^L \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) + \lambda R \left( \{ p_w(y|x_j) \}_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \right) \tag{13}
\]

where \( \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) = -\log p_w(y_i|x_i) \) is the negative conditional log likelihood for labeled data, and \( R \) is the posterior regularizer.

In PR, auxiliary distributions \( \{ q_j(y) \}_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \) are introduced to make the optimization easier, and the following objective is used instead:

\[
\min_{w,q} \sum_{i=1}^L \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w) + \lambda R(q) + \mu \sum_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \text{KL}(q_j(y)||p_w(y|x_j)). \tag{14}
\]

Optimizing this objective will learn \( w \) and \( q \) such that the \( p_w \) distribution is consistent with labeled data, the \( q \) distribution is smooth on the graph, and the two distributions should also be close to each other in terms of KL-divergence. This objective is then optimized in an alternating approach similar to the method utilized in our model as described above.

To relate this formulation of PR to our proposed method, we introduce a temperature parameter \( T \), and define \( p_w(y|x,T) = \frac{1}{Z_T} \exp \left( \frac{f(x,y,w)}{T} \right) \) and \( q(y,T) = \frac{1}{Z_T} \exp \left( \frac{g(y)}{T} \right) \). Here \( Z_T \) and \( Z_T \) are normalizing constants, and \( g(y) \) is an arbitrary score function. The temperature augmented objective has the form of

\[
\min_{w,q} \sum_{i=1}^L \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w, T) + \lambda R(q_T) + \mu \sum_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \text{KL}(q_j(y)||p_w(y|x_j,T)) \tag{15}
\]

where \( \mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w, T) = -\log p_w(y_i|x_i,T) \) and \( R(q_T) \) is the regularizer defined on \( \{ q_j(y,T) \}_{j=L+1}^{L+U} \). This objective is the same as the PR objective when \( T = 1 \). Next we show that when \( T \to 0 \) this becomes the objective of our method in Eq. 5.

Using the definition of \( p \) and \( q \), the KL-divergence term can be rewritten as

\[
\text{KL}(q_j(y,T)||p_w(y|x_j,T)) = \sum_y q_j(y,T) |g_j(y) - f(x_j,y,w)| + T Z_T^p - T Z_T^q \tag{16}
\]

Denote \( y_j = \arg \max_y q_j(y,T) \), and let \( T \to 0 \), then

\[
q_j(y,T) \to \begin{cases} 1, & y = y_j \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{17}
\]

and

\[
TZ_T^p \to \lim_{T \to 0} T \log \sum_y \exp \left( \frac{f(x_j,y,w)}{T} \right) = \max_y f(x_j,y,w) \tag{18}
\]

\[
TZ_T^q \to \lim_{T \to 0} T \log \sum_y \exp \left( \frac{g_j(y)}{T} \right) = g_j(y_j) \tag{19}
\]

Substituting the above equations into Eq. 16,

\[
\text{KL}(q_j(y,T)||p_w(y|x_j,T)) \to \max_y f(x_j,y,w) - f(x_j,y_j,w) \tag{20}
\]

as \( T \to 0 \). This is identical to the constraint violation penalty in Eq. 5.

The relation between the regularizer terms depends on the specific regularizers used in the model. For example, \( R \) can be defined as \( \sum_{i,j:s_{ij} > 0} s_{ij} \sum_c (p_w(y_{ic} = 1|x_i) - p_w(y_{jc} = 1|x_j))^2 \), where \( c \) indexes pixels, as in (He et al., 2013). Here \( p_w(y_{ic} = 1|x_i) = 1 \) for labeled foreground pixels and \( p_w(y_{ic} = 1|x_i) = 0 \) for labeled background pixels, to only regularize the posterior distributions for the unlabeled data.

For the regularizer term in this case, according to Eq. 17, for binary segmentation we have \( q_j(y_c = 1,T) \to y_{jc} \) as \( T \to 0 \) for each pixel \( c \). Therefore

\[
R(q_T) \to \sum_{i,j:s_{ij} > 0} s_{ij} \sum_c (y_{ic} - y_{jc})^2 = \sum_{i,j:s_{ij} > 0} s_{ij} \Delta(y_i,y_j) \tag{21}
\]

where \( \Delta(y_i,y_j) \) is the Hamming loss.
Finally, for $\mathcal{L}(x_i, y_i, w, T)$ term, it is known, e.g., in (Hazan & Urtasun, 2010), that as $T \to 0$ this term converges to the structured hinge loss.²

Remark. Hazan & Urtasun (2010) proposed a framework that unifies the max-margin and probabilistic methods for structured prediction. Our result here can be thought of as an extension of this to semi-supervised learning of structured output problems. Moving to the max-margin formulation loses the uncertainty representation of the probabilistic models, but has the ability to specify high order constraints directly on model predictions and to use powerful discrete optimization algorithms, therefore overcoming some difficulties of inference in loopy probabilistic models. In addition, our generalized formulation also opens up the possibility of probabilistic models using temperatures other than 1, which can have some desirable properties, e.g., when $T$ is close to 0 the posterior distribution will be much more concentrated.

5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets and Model Details

We explore the efficacy of the proposed framework on two semi-supervised foreground-background segmentation tasks. For the first task, we use the Weizmann Horse dataset (Borenstein & Ullman, 2002), a fully-labeled set of 328 images. For the unlabeled Horse dataset, we used images labeled “horse” in CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009), which are not segmented. For the second task, we constructed a labeled set of 214 “bird” images from the PASCAL VOC 2011 segmentation data (Everingham et al., 2010). The unlabeled Bird images come from the Caltech-UCSD Bird (CUB) dataset (Welinder et al., 2010). Note that this setting of SSL is especially challenging as the unlabeled data comes from a different source than the labeled data; utilizing unlabeled examples that are extremely different than the labeled ones will hamper the performance of an SSL learning algorithm. For the unlabeled sets we therefore selected images that were similar to at least one image in the labeled set, resulting in 500 unlabeled Horse images from CIFAR-10, and 600 unlabeled Bird images from CUB. For all the images in both tasks, and their corresponding segmentations, we resize them to $32 \times 32$, which is also the size of all CIFAR-10 images.

The Bird images contain considerably more variation than the Horse images, as the birds are in a diverse set of poses and are often occluded. We found that utilizing the PASCAL birds alone for training, validation and test did not leave enough training examples to attain reasonable segmentation performance. We thus created an additional labeled set of 600 bird images using the CUB dataset (a different set of 600 images than the aforementioned unlabeled set). Details on how we generated segmentations for these images are in the supplementary material; these generated segmentations are available online.

In our experiments we compare four types of models: (1) the baseline Initial model, which forms the basis for each of the others; (2) a Self-Training model that iteratively uses the current model to predict labels for unlabeled data and updates itself using these predictions as true labels; (3) Graph, our graph-based SSL method that uses the graph regularizer $R_G$; (4) Graph-Card, our SSL method utilizing both graph and cardinality regularizer $R_G + R_C$.

The Initial model is trained in a fully supervised way on only labeled data by subgradient decent on scaled structured hinge loss. The model’s score function $f$ is defined as in the example given in Section 3.1. We extracted a 149 dimensional descriptor for each pixel in an image by applying a filter bank. Then a multi-layer neural network is trained using these descriptors as input to predict binary labels³. The log probability of each class is used as the unary potential. For pairwise potentials, we used a standard 4-connected grid neighborhood and the common Potts model, where $f(x, y_i, y_j) = -p_{ij} I[y_i \neq y_j]$ and $p_{ij}$ is a penalty for assigning different labels for neighboring pixels $y_i$ and $y_j$. We define $p_{ij}$ as the sum of a constant term that encourages smoothing and a local contrast sensitive term defined in (Boykov & Jolly, 2001) which scales down the penalty when the RGB difference between pairs of pixels is large. In our experiments, we fix the pairwise potentials and focus on learning parameters in the neural network for unary potentials only.

During learning, the gradients are back-propagated through the neural network to update parameters. Since neural networks are highly nonlinear models, it is hard to find the optimal $w$ in Eq. 7 in every Step 2 of our algorithm. Instead, we only take a few gradient steps in Step 2 of each iteration. Other hyper parameters, e.g. $\lambda, \mu, \gamma$, are tuned using the validation set, see supplementary material for more details on parameter settings.

For the graph-based models, we used the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) image features to construct the graph. We set $s_{ij} = 1$ if examples $i$ and $j$ are one of each other’s 5 nearest neighbors, and $s_{ij} = 0$ otherwise. Fig. 2 shows some nearest neighbor search results using HOG distance.

5.2. Experimental Settings

For our experiments, we examine how the performance of the SSL methods change with the number of labeled images, by randomly selecting $L$ images from the training set to be used as labeled data and adding the remaining images to the unlabeled set. Starting from $L = 5$, we gradually in-

²With a loss term added to the score function $f$, which can be set to 0 for $T = 1$ case to prove the equivalence.

³We also tried a linear model initially, but neural nets significantly outperform linear models by about 10%.
crease $L$ to the entire training set. Note that while we vary the training and unlabeled sets in this way, the validation and test sets remain constant, in order to make comparisons fair. This process is repeated 10 times, each time including randomly selected images in the training set. All models are evaluated using per-pixel prediction accuracy averaged over pixels in all images, and we report the mean and standard deviation of the results over the 10 repetitions.

We ran three types of experiments. In the first one, the training, validation and test set were all drawn from the same dataset. For the Horse task, there were up to 200 training images, 48 validation, and 80 test images, drawn from the Weizmann set, and 500 unlabeled images from CIFAR-10. For the Bird task, there were up to 200 training images, 200 validation, and 200 test images, and 600 unlabeled images, all drawn from the CUB dataset.

The second experiment explored domain adaptation. In many experimental settings, there are insufficient labeled examples to obtain good performance after splitting the dataset into training, validation, and test. This was the case with our PASCAL Bird dataset, which necessitated labeling examples from the CUB set. An interesting question is whether training on one domain, the source domain, can transfer to a different, target domain, when the unlabeled data comes from the target domain, i.e., the same dataset as the test set, and both differ from the training set. It is possible for the model to learn special features about the target domain by using unlabeled data, therefore obtaining larger performance gains. In the second experiment we explored the performance of the various models in a version of this domain adaptation setting on the Bird segmentation task.

The third experiment directly assesses the impact of drawing the validation set from the same dataset as the source, versus drawing the validation from the target domain. In our original bird experiment the validation set comes from the source domain, while in the second experiment it comes from the target domain; tuning hyperparameters on the target domain may contribute to some of the performance gains. To examine this, we compared the models in two more settings, both of which use a training set of 40 images drawn from the PASCAL dataset, and the same 200 CUB test images and 600 unlabeled CUB images. The experiments differ in that in the first setup the validation set is composed of 174 images drawn from the source domain, the PASCAL set, while in the second they are from the target CUB domain. Table 1 lists the datasets used in each experimental setting.

### 5.3. Results

**Experiment 1.** Results for the first basic SSL experiments are shown in Fig. 3: (a),(c) show how test set performance changes as the number of labeled images increases, while Fig. 3(b),(d) show the improvement from SSL using the three methods compared to the initial model more directly. As can be seen, for both segmentation task self-training achieves a small improvement with very few labeled examples, but does not help too much in general, as it is mostly reinforcing the model itself. Graph-based methods work significantly better than self-training throughout. For Horse segmentation, the use of unlabeled data helps the most when the number of labeled images are small. The improvement becomes smaller as the number of images increases. The model saturates and achieves very high accuracy (more than 92%) with 200 labeled images, where using unlabeled data does not make too much difference.

For Bird segmentation, graph-based methods achieve a small improvement over self-training and the initial model when the number of labeled images is small ($L \leq 20$). This can be explained by the complexity of the bird dataset; more examples are required to achieve reasonable segmentations. There is a jump in performance from $L = 20$ to $L = 40$: as the initial model gets better, combining with the graph, inferred labels for unlabeled data become much better and therefore more helpful. From Fig. 3 we can see that when $L = 40$, using graph-based methods the test accuracy nearly matches that of a fully supervised model trained with all 200 labeled images, thus saving a lot of labeling work.

Comparing “Graph-Card” and “Graph”, we can see that using a cardinality regularizer further improves performance over only using the graph regularizer, as in most horse seg-

---

Table 1. Experimental settings and datasets. Each dataset description follows the format [dataset code]-[size]. Dataset codes: P for PASCAL VOC birds, C for CUB birds, W for Weizmann horses, R for CIFAR-10 horses. Superscript “−” means at most, and “+” means at least, see paper for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>train</th>
<th>validation</th>
<th>test</th>
<th>unlabeled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Horse</td>
<td>W-200</td>
<td>W-48</td>
<td>W-80</td>
<td>R-500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Bird</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-600+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Domain Adapt.</td>
<td>P-214−</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-600+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Val: Source</td>
<td>P-40−</td>
<td>P-174</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-600+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Val: Target</td>
<td>P-40−</td>
<td>C-174</td>
<td>C-200</td>
<td>C-600+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 2. Left most column are query images, and the 5 columns on the right are the nearest neighbors retrieved based on HOG similarity. All query images are randomly chosen. Left: query from Weizmann dataset, retrieve CIFAR-10 horses. Right: query from PASCAL dataset, retrieve CUB birds.
Experiment 2. Fig. 4 shows the results for the domain adaptation task, where the unlabeled and validation sets are from a different dataset than the training set. The curve for “Initial” is behind “Self-Training”. Looking forward, we are exploring the learning of the high order regularizers defined directly on model predictions for unlabeled data. We proved that this framework and PR are closely related. Experimental results on image segmentation tasks demonstrated the effectiveness of our framework, and its ability to strongly benefit from unlabeled data in a domain adaptation setting.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new framework for semi-supervised structured output learning that allows the use of expressive high order regularizers defined directly on model predictions for unlabeled data. We proved that this framework and PR are closely related. Experimental results on image segmentation tasks demonstrated the effectiveness of our framework, and its ability to strongly benefit from unlabeled data in a domain adaptation setting.

Looking forward, we are exploring the learning of the input similarity metric $s_{ij}$ in our graph-based SSL example, and also incorporating other types of high order regularizers. Developing more efficient inference algorithms for these high order regularizers is important for the success of the method. On the application side, our segmentation tasks are especially relevant when combined with an object detector. SSL for a structured prediction model that performs segmentation and detection jointly is an interesting and challenging future direction.
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